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Range Safety Concerns for
Operating Winged Vehicles
from Canaveral Spaceport

Wayne Devoid
A-P-T Research, Inc.
150 Cocoa Isles Blvd., Suite 403
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931
(321) 799-1957

Discussion Topics
• Winged vehicle programs potentially operating at Canaveral Spaceport
• Public risk concerns for winged vehicles
• Public risk estimation for orbital launch vehicles vs. winged vehicles
• Case Study at Oklahoma Spaceport
• Case Study Integrating Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs) into National
Airspace System (NAS)
• A pilots contribution to risk mitigation
• The way forward, range safety considerations for winged vehicles
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Current & Potential Winged Programs
• UASs
• Reusable Launch Vehicles (RLV)
• Flyback boosters
• X-37B
• Carried launch vehicles
– Pegasus
– Stratolaunch
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Public Risk Concerns

Aren’t Winged Vehicles Safe Enough?

• Aircraft and rockets have a long history of successful flights
– Early days had set backs
– Marriage of the two offer new challenges

• The addition of wings is a game changer
– Rarely fall off spontaneously
– Lift can allow time to regain control
– Can increase debris dispersion for risk estimation purposes

• Pilots provide additional flight control
– Not solely reliant on computers

“My design is essentially as safe as a
commercial aircraft. Just let me fly!”
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Risk Estimation Concerns
Similarities and Differences
Consideration

Traditional ELV

Winged Vehicle

Flight Control

Computer

Pilot, Computer

Debris, Inert

Significant

Moderate

Debris, Explosive

Significant

Minimal to Moderate

Debris Dispersion

Moderate, Controlled,
Known

Significant?, Unknown

Casualty Area

Moderate to Significant

Moderate

Probability of Failure Based on historical data and
fairly well understood

Difficult to assign due to lack
of program maturity

Affected Population

Controlled in the launch area

Potential to hazard
significant portions of the
general public

Flight Termination

Robust and reliable

Thrust termination at best
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Risk Estimation Concerns
Similarities and Differences

(cont)

APT Failure Response Mode Definitions

Mode ELVs - Vertically Launched

Winged Vehicles - Horizontally
Launched

1

Vehicle topples over or falls back on the
launch point after a rise of, at most, a few
feet

Vehicle explodes at throttle-up for takeoff after
movement of, at most, a few feet

2

Vehicle loses control immediately or shortly
after liftoff, with all flight directions equally
likely

Vehicle loses control immediately or shortly after
throttle-up for takeoff. The vehicle does not lose
contact with the ground

3

Vehicle fails to pitch-program normally,
producing near-vertical flight

Vehicle achieves sustained flight after nominal
vehicle rotation

4

Vehicle flies within normal limits until some
malfunction terminates thrust, causes
spontaneous breakup, or produces a rapid
tumble

Vehicle flies within normal limits until some
malfunction causes loss of stability, causes
spontaneous breakup, or causes the vehicle to
explode
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Vehicle may impact in any direction from
the launch point within its range capability

Vehicle may impact in any direction within its range
capability

6

Normal flights and normal impacts of
separated stages and components

Successful missions and normal impacts of
separated stages and components
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Case Study at Oklahoma Spaceport
• APT conducted an analysis for three representative horizontally
launched winged RLV types operating at the Oklahoma Spaceport
– Rocketplane-like vehicle
– Space Ship One-like vehicle
– Xerus-like vehicle

• Required modifications to our failure response mode definitions
• Separate flight phases based on the type of winged RLV
• Probability of impact surface considerations
• Required modifications to our toolset
• Unknown response from pilots in the event of an anomaly
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Sample Winged RLV Results
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Case Study UAS-NAS Integration
• APT is currently assisting the US Army with integrating a large UAS
into the NAS

• Debris dispersion estimation is complicated by
– UAS’ flight safety methodology
– Large glide slopes
– Failure turn radii

• Casualty area and debris lists are unique
• Current population models are insufficient
– Hyperlocal population model

• Failure probability estimates are constantly changing
• Remote pilots add uncertainty in actual flight paths
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Sample UAS Results
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Pilot’s Contribution to Risk Mitigation
• Are pilots as good or better than an autonomous Flight Safety
System?

• Will a pilot divert AWAY from populated places?
• Is the pilot aware of how their actions affect risk?
– Does the consequence of their actions increase or decrease public risk?

• Does self preservation trump all decisions in an emergency?
– Does the pilot make for good risk mitigation?
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The Way Forward

Overarching Considerations

• Must ensure there is an appropriate population model available
• Take time to map failure response modes to each unique mission
profile
• Ensure analyses properly capture pilot behaviors
– Instinctual
– Planned/trained

• Focus on tailoring NASA, FAA, and 45th Space Wing range safety
requirements appropriately
• If multiple programs are hosted at Canaveral Spaceport, is there:
– Adequate resources for tracking and communication?
– A robust process in place for collision avoidance?
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Questions and Discussion
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